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Abstract— Three-dimensional (3D) visualization has been widely used in computer-aided medical diagnosis and planning. To interact 

with 3D models, current user interfaces in medical systems mainly rely on the traditional 2D interaction techniques by employing a mouse 

and a 2D display. There are promising haptic virtual reality (VR) interfaces which can enable intuitive and realistic 3D interaction by using 

VR equipment and haptic devices. However, the practical usability of the haptic VR interfaces in this medical field remains unexplored. In 

this study, we propose two haptic VR interfaces, a vibrotactile VR interface and a kinesthetic VR interface, for medical diagnosis and 

planning on volumetric medical images. The vibrotactile VR interface used a head-mounted VR display as the visual output channel and a 

VR controller with vibrotactile feedback as the manipulation tool. Similarly, the kinesthetic VR interface used a head-mounted VR display 

as the visual output channel and a kinesthetic force-feedback device as the manipulation tool. We evaluated these two VR interfaces in an 

experiment involving medical marking on 3D models, by comparing them with the present state-of-the-art 2D interface as the baseline. The 

results showed that the kinesthetic VR interface performed the best in terms of marking accuracy, whereas the vibrotactile VR interface 

performed the best in terms of task completion time. Overall, the participants preferred to use the kinesthetic VR interface for the medical 

task. 
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1. Introduction 

Three-dimensional (3D) visualization has been widely used in many professional fields, such as medicine (Preim and Bartz, 

2007), architecture and industrial manufacturing (Bouchlaghem et al., 2005). In medicine, 3D visualizations of the human 

skeleton, organs and other anatomic structures are implemented based on radiological imaging, such as computed tomography 

(CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans (Sutton, 1993). 3D visualization technique offers numerous benefits. For 

example, volumetric medical images can enable medical students to better understand the spatial anatomy of body organs 

(Silén et al., 2008), improve the accuracy of medical diagnoses (Satava and Robb, 1997) and help surgeons plan and simulate 

surgical procedures (Gross, 1998).  

Highlighting relevant points on volumetric medical images of CT and MRI scans is an important 3D manipulation task 

performed by medical practitioners in computer-aided medical diagnosis and planning. Medical practitioners manipulate the 

models (i.e., rotate, pan and zoom) and mark critical points for later inspection, measurement and analysis of skeletal 

relationships (Kula and Ghoneima, 2018), treatment planning (Harrell, 2007) and as a tool for discussing and developing 

treatment consensus (Reinschluessel et al., 2019). For example, during cephalometric tracing, medical practitioners select and 

mark a point on the skeleton model or surrounding soft tissue as a point of reference for operations related to positioning, 

measurement and orientation. The task difficulty depends on the marking locations and the structure complexity of the virtual 

models (Medellín-Castillo et al., 2016). The accuracy of the markers directly influences the results of the medical analyses, 

and thus, the overall quality of the medical services (Lindner et al., 2016).   

Despite the recent advances in 3D visualization technology, the tools used to present and interact with these volumetric images 

have not changed in the field of medicine. A conventional 2D display is still the main visual channel to present volumetric 

data from CT and MRI scans, which provides the user with a fixed screen-based viewing perspective. Further, it is still a 

common practice to use a mouse with the rotate-pan-zoom technique to indirectly manipulate 3D models (Jankowski and 

Hachet, 2013). However, previous studies (Hinckley et al., 1997; Bowman et al., 2004) have argued that using the mouse-

based interface for 3D manipulation is difficult. Some researchers have investigated the mouse-based rotation techniques to 

understand their issues for 3D manipulation (Bade et al., 2005). Other researchers have conducted comparative studies to 
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examine the usability of other user interfaces such as the tangible interface (Besançon et al., 2017) and the touchscreen-based 

interface (Yu et al., 2010). However, these interaction methods either did not exceed the performance of the mouse (Yu et al., 

2010) or had a limited application area (Besançon et al., 2017).  

Following the technical advances in virtual reality (VR), VR equipment (e.g., Oculus Rift (Oculus, 2020) and HTC Vive 

(VIVE, 2020)) has been developed. A combination of a VR headset and a handheld VR controller can provide the user with 

an intuitive and immersive interaction environment. In this VR interface, 3D models are presented to the user through the 

head-mounted display and the models can be manipulated by the user using the VR controller with six degrees of freedom 

(Oculus, 2020; VIVE, 2020). Compared with the traditional 2D interface, VR devices offer a flexible 3D view based on the 

position and orientation of the user’s head and allow using 3D hand gestures to manipulate the objects. In addition, the VR 

controller can provide vibrotactile feedback to the user’s hand and enable tactile interaction. Vibrotactile feedback as an 

augmentative sensory channel has many medical applications, such as, robot-assisted teleoperation (Peddamatham et al., 

2008), minimally invasive surgery (Schoonmaker and Cao, 2006) and rehabilitation medicine (Shing et al., 2003). Because 

of the flexible viewing perspective and the natural hand-based input, the VR interface has been proposed to use in the field of 

medicine. For example, it has been employed to interact with skeleton and organ models for anatomy learning (Fahmi et al., 

2019) and treatment planning (Reinschluessel et al., 2019). Multiple companies have employed it to develop software for 

medical diagnosis services (e.g., Surgical Theater, 2020; Adesante, 2020). However, the potentially beneficial vibrotactile 

feedback generated from the VR controller was not used in their interactive VR systems. 

Further, force-feedback devices, such as the Geomagic Touch (3D systems, 2020) and the Novint Falcon (Novint, 2020), have 

been proposed as another beneficial interaction device for medical services (Ribeiro et al., 2016). These devices can support 

bidirectional kinesthetic exploration. The mechanical arm of the devices not only allows hand-based motions with six degrees 

of freedom for object manipulation but also transfers the generated kinesthetic feedback to the hand, to simulate the feeling 

of touch (Massie and Salisbury, 1994). Force-feedback devices have been used with a 2D display for, for example, anatomy 

education (Kinnison et al., 2009), surgery training (Steinberg et al., 2007; Webster et al., 2004) and medical analysis 

(Medellín-Castillo et al., 2016). The only study that has combined the force-feedback device with the VR headset, to the best 

of our knowledge, is the work by Saad et al. (2018). They have technically investigated the feasibility to connect these devices. 

We combined a VR headset with a VR controller and a force-feedback device to create haptic VR interfaces which provide 

the user with a flexible viewing perspective, a natural hand-based input and haptic feedback simultaneously. These VR 

interfaces can enable intuitive and realistic 3D interaction, thus promising for the tasks involving 3D manipulation (Bowman 

et al., 2004) such as medical diagnosis and planning tasks. However, the usability of the haptic VR interfaces for these medical 

tasks, covering effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction (Issa and Isaias, 2015), has not been explored. Furthermore, these 

two VR interfaces are based on similar interaction models but employ different interaction devices with different types of 

haptic feedback. Their difference in usability remains unclear in the context of medical diagnosis and planning. A comparison 

of two VR interfaces can help better understand the suitability of their interaction methods for 3D manipulation and reveal 

the effects of different types of haptic feedback for these high-standard medical tasks. More importantly, 2D interaction 

method using a mouse and a 2D display is still a powerful user interface and dominant in the field of medicine. A comparative 

study with the 2D interaction technique is necessary to explore the potential of the haptic VR interfaces to improve current 

medical diagnosis and planning work. 

In the present study, we examined the two haptic VR interfaces, the kinesthetic VR interface using a force-feedback device 

and the vibrotactile VR interface using a VR controller, in an experiment involving medical marking on 3D models. To 

examine their practical usability, we compared two VR interfaces with the traditional 2D interface that uses a mouse and a 

2D display as the baseline. In the experiment, because the structural complexity of the models and the marking locations can 

influence users’ performance in the medical marking task, we employed three human anatomic structures as the experimental 

models with two different difficulty levels for the marking positions. To evaluate the three user interfaces, we collected both 

objective and subjective data. The objective data included task completion time and marking accuracy, and the subjective data 

included rating data for the perceived mental effort, hand fatigue, naturalness, immersiveness and user preference. The aim 

of the study was to answer the following questions in the context of medical marking: 

• What are the differences between the kinesthetic VR interface and the vibrotactile VR interface, in terms of task 

completion time, marking accuracy and user experience? How do the marking locations affect users' performance with 

the two VR interfaces? 



• What are the differences between the two VR interfaces and the traditional 2D interface? How do the marking locations 

affect users' performance with the traditional 2D interface? 

This study makes the following contributions: We proposed two haptic VR interfaces to interact with volumetric medical 

images for computer-aided medical diagnosis and planning. The vibrotactile VR interface and the kinesthetic VR interface 

were evaluated based on a medical diagnosis and planning task on virtual models of the human skeleton and organ. The results 

revealed the strengths and weaknesses of two VR interfaces associated with current popular VR equipment and haptic device, 

which simultaneously provided empirical understanding for developing efficient and user-friendly interactive VR systems. In 

addition, through comparing with the 2D interaction technique, the better performances of two VR interfaces, in terms of 

marking accuracy (the kinesthetic VR interface) and task completion time (the vibrotactile VR interface), demonstrated their 

potential to replace the traditional 2D interface for these medical tasks. 

The paper is organized as follows. Relevant previous studies are introduced, and then the prototype system and the experiment 

are described. The results are presented in detail, followed by the discussion of the main findings and the conclusion. 

2.  Background 

2.1 2D and 3D visualization in the field of medicine 

In current medical imaging systems, the most common information visualization is based on 2D slices. Slice-by-slice views 

support accurate exploration and diagnosis of medical imaging data (Tietjen et al., 2006). At the same time, 3D volume-

rendering visualization has become a valuable technique in the diagnosis and planning phases. It helps medical staff in 

understanding 3D spatial relations and an overview of the model structure, as well as facilitates diagnostic analysis (Tietjen 

et al., 2006). For example, cephalometry analysis is an important tool in orthodontics (Kula and Ghoneima, 2018). Traditional 

cephalometry analysis on 2D slices suffers from visual distortion of skull structures and inaccurate marking locations, due to 

the overlap of skull structures in the 2D view (Lindner et al., 2016; Bholsithi et al., 2009). Some studies (Olszewski et al., 

2007; Katsumata et al., 2005; Troulis et al., 2002) showed that cephalometry analysis on 3D models can improve the precision 

of the diagnoses. However, other studies (Van Vlijmen et al., 2010; Swennen and Schutyser, 2007) argued that compared to 

2D-cephalometry, marking on the models during 3D-cephalometry analysis is difficult and time-consuming. These studies as 

examples indicated the importance of accurate medical marking on 3D models, but all were conducted using the traditional 

2D interface based on a mouse and a 2D display. 

In the present study, we contributed to this line of research by introducing two haptic VR interfaces to address the issues of 

medical marking on 3D models. Because the 3D models and the marking locations in medical diagnosis vary depending on 

the specific medical purpose, the experiment of this study involved marking tasks using several models of different parts of 

the human body with multiple selected marking positions. The aim was to examine the general usability of the VR interfaces 

for high-standard medical diagnosis and planning. 

2.2 The dominant 2D interactive system  

In traditional human-computer interaction systems, a 2D display is commonly used as the visual output channel, while the 

input may be provided with devices such as mice, trackballs (Imagine Media, 1996), joysticks and touch pads. Among the 

interaction devices, a mouse with a 2D display constitutes the most popular interactive system used in the field of medicine. 

To visually present 3D models using a 2D screen, a 3D projection technique is needed. By transforming and mapping 3D 

objects onto a 2D plane, the projection provides the visual effect of 3D models on the 2D screen as realistic as the human 

visual view in the physical world (Foley et al., 1995). However, the viewing angle of interacting with the models is often 

fixed, due to the nature of the 2D screen.  

To manipulate 3D models, the rotate-pan-zoom technique is commonly used with mouse-based interfaces (Jankowski and 

Hachet, 2013). For example, to rotate the models, rotation techniques, such as Virtual Sphere (Chen et al., 1988) and ArcBall 

(Shoemake, 1992), are widely used. Both techniques adopt a virtual ball around the manipulating object and calculate the 

rotation axis and angle by utilizing the projection of the mouse location onto the sphere (Jankowski and Hachet, 2013). The 

panning operation is typically implemented by using the mouse to point at the object and dragging the mouse along the x-y 

plane while pressing a button of the mouse. The zooming function often adopts the method of rolling the mouse wheel with 

a discrete zooming step. The mouse-based user interface relies on these techniques to indirectly manipulate 3D models. 



However, using 2D interaction devices such as the mouse to manipulate 3D models can be difficult (Bowman et al., 2004). 

For example, a previous study demonstrated that using a multidimensional interaction device could achieve more efficient 

interaction than using the mouse-based interface in a 3D manipulation task (Hinckley et al., 1997). Bade et al. (2005) have 

compared the existing mouse-based 3D rotation techniques and provided their design principles to address this issue. In 

addition, multiple studies have examined other interaction methods for 3D manipulation tasks. Yu et al. (2010) presented a 

touchscreen-based data exploration technique for 3D manipulation. The interaction method was easy to learn and use, but its 

task performance could not exceed the performance using the mouse-based interface. Besançon et al. (2017) compared a 

tangible interface and a touchscreen interface with a mouse-based interface. The results showed that using the tangible 

interface could lead to a shorter task completion time. However, it had a limited application area compared to the mouse. 

There are advanced 3D interactive systems implemented by using VR equipment and force-feedback devices. In this study, 

we experimentally compared these interactive VR systems with the mouse-based interface and investigated their strengths 

and weaknesses in medical marking.  

2.3 The interactive VR system using a VR headset and a VR controller 

VR equipment offers a new interactive experience with virtual objects in the field of medicine. Previous studies have used 

the CAVE environment for visualizing medical imaging data (Shen et al., 2008; Al-Khalifah et al., 2006). Currently the head-

mounted VR display presents a more flexible and natural 3D view based on the position and orientation of the user’s head. 

Many studies have employed the VR headset to visually present 2D slices (Wirth et al., 2018; King et al., 2016) and volumetric 

imaging data (Venson et al., 2017; Sousa et al., 2017; Randall et al., 2016) for radiologists. Other studies proposed to use the 

VR headset for the medical purposes such as treating chronic pain (Jones et al., 2016), anxiety disorders and phobias (Maples-

Keller et al., 2017).  

The VR controller allows 3D hand gestures to manipulate objects with optional vibrotactile feedback which can enable tactile 

interaction (Oculus, 2020; VIVE, 2020). Tactile interaction, as one branch of haptic interaction, concentrates on touch 

interaction that stimulates mechanoreceptors in the human skin (El Saddik et al., 2011). This technique has been widely used 

in many medical fields. For example, vibrotactile feedback was used to enrich interaction channels while using a surgical 

robot (Peddamatham et al., 2008), improve surgeons’ performance in minimally invasive surgery (Schoonmaker and Cao, 

2006) and help users in using a hand rehabilitation system (Shing et al., 2003). 

Because of the natural interaction method, the VR interface using a VR headset and a VR controller has been used in an 

anatomy learning system (Fahmi et al., 2019). Reinschluessel et al. (2019) have proposed to use it to interact with 3D organ 

models for treatment planning. Some products such as Precision VR by Surgical Theater (2020) and SurgeryVision by 

Adesante (2020) have employed the VR interface to manipulate 3D models of human anatomic structures for medical analysis 

and other services. However, the vibrotactile feedback generated from the controller was missing in their interactive VR 

systems. 

While the VR interface has been widely used, it remains unclear how well it compares with the traditional 2D interface using 

a mouse and a 2D display. It is likely that the benefit and cost are dependent on the context of the interaction such as the type 

of the task and the complexity of the model. For example, a previous study in the field of 3D geological modelling, comparing 

a VR controller with a mouse in manipulating an industrial software, showed that the controller was more difficult to use and 

caused more fatigue on the user’s hand (Kim and Choi, 2019). In the present study, we evaluated the efficiency and user 

experience of this VR interface with vibrotactile feedback to interact with 3D objects in the context of medical marking. 

2.4 The interactive VR system using a VR headset and a force-feedback device 

Using force-feedback devices enables kinesthetic interaction which is another type of haptic interaction (El Saddik et al., 

2011). The kinesthetic technique focuses on movement sensations originating in the muscles, tendons and joints (El Saddik 

et al., 2011). It enables bidirectional touch exploration closely as realistically as in the physical world and has been used for 

many medical practices, such as medical education (Kinnison et al., 2009), surgery operation simulation and training (Alaraj 

et al., 2015; Steinberg et al., 2007; Webster et al., 2004; Bielser and Gross, 2000), robot-assisted surgery (Okamura, 2004) 

and medical analysis (Medellín-Castillo et al., 2016). 

For medical education, a kinesthetic simulator (Kinnison et al., 2009) has been demonstrated to be an engaging and efficient 

method for teaching students the human anatomy, which addresses current challenges in teaching using real human tissues 



(e.g., anxiety and fear). Other studies have suggested that kinesthetic simulation is an efficient and repeatable method for 

surgery training without wasting real surgical samples. Kinesthetic simulators have previously been used, for instance, in 

dental (Steinberg et al., 2007) and eye (Webster et al., 2004) surgery simulations, basic cutting (Bielser and Gross, 2000) and 

aneurysm clipping simulation (Alaraj et al., 2015). In addition, the kinesthetic technique brings benefits in the context of 

robot-assisted surgery. For instance, a previous study (Okamura, 2004) has argued that offering kinesthetic feedback 

contributes significantly to the safe performance of the surgical procedures. In medical analysis, kinesthetic feedback was 

used to enhance medical marking in 2D, 2.5D and 3D computer-aided cephalometry analysis (Medellín-Castillo et al., 2016). 

The results indicated that haptic-enabled 3D cephalometry marking is better than the haptic-enabled 2D or 2.5D cephalometry 

marking, in terms of task accuracy.  

Combining a force-feedback device with a VR headset as a new VR interface to interact with 3D models is feasible (Saad et 

al., 2018). In the present study, we evaluated two haptic VR interfaces (i.e., using either a VR controller or a force-feedback 

device) and examined the different performances of vibrotactile and kinesthetic feedback in medical marking. To demonstrate 

the practical usability, we compared these two interfaces with the traditional 2D interface. 

3. Method 

3.1 Design of the prototype system 

The experimental prototype system included three user interfaces: vibrotactile VR interface (V), kinesthetic VR interface (K) 

and traditional 2D interface (T). We use the abbreviations (V, K, T) for the three interfaces in figures. 

The vibrotactile VR interface employed a VR headset as the visual output channel and a VR controller as the manipulation 

tool with vibrotactile feedback. The VR headset provided realistic visual feedback with a flexible head movement-based 

viewing perspective. While pressing the trigger button of the controller with the index finger (see Fig. 1A), the user could 

manipulate the model by rotating (rotation along the x-, y- and z-axes), panning (displacement along the x- and y-axes) and 

zooming (displacement along the z-axis), following the movement of the whole arm (i.e., rotation was done by rotating the 

wrist, and panning and zooming were done by moving the arm along the x-, y- and z-axes respectively). In addition, the user 

could feel vibrotactile feedback from the controller while the cursor touched the model. The cursor was visible as a yellow 

sphere in the virtual environment with a 0.2 cm radius hanging on the tip of the controller. The controller was invisible to the 

user in the virtual environment. The duration of the haptic pulse for the vibrotactile feedback was set to 80 ms.  

The kinesthetic VR interface used the same VR headset as the visual output channel, but a force-feedback device was used as 

the manipulation tool. Consistent with the vibrotactile VR interface, the user could rotate, pan and zoom the model with the 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Fig. 1. (A) The vibrotactile VR interface using a Vive controller and a Vive VR headset. A close-up image of the trigger button 

of the controller is shown at the bottom left corner. The additional Samsung LCD 2D display (not visible to the user) shows 

the brain model. (B) The kinesthetic VR interface using a Geomagic Touch X force-feedback device and a Vive VR headset. 

A close-up image of the device button is shown at the bottom left corner. The additional 2D display shows the hipbone model. 

(C) The traditional 2D interface using a standard mouse with the Samsung LCD 2D display. A close-up image of the mouse 

buttons is shown at the bottom left corner. The screen shows the sternum model. With all three user interfaces, the space key 

on a standard keyboard was used to create the markers on the marking positions. 

 



movement of the whole arm while pressing the button on the device with the index finger (see Fig. 1B). When the user touched 

the model with the cursor (visible as a yellow sphere with a 0.2 cm radius hanging on the tip of the device, and the device was 

invisible in virtual environment), he or she could feel kinesthetic feedback based on the surface properties of the model. The 

kinesthetic feedback involved the stiffness implemented by the linear spring law (F = kx), where k is the stiffness coefficient 

and x is the penetration depth of the interaction point, as well as the friction (F′ = μF𝑛), where μ is the friction coefficient 

and F𝑛 = 𝑚𝑔, the normal force value. 

With both haptic VR interfaces, the user could move the cursor to reach and touch any position on the medical model as the 

selected marking point for the experimental task.  

The traditional 2D interface employed a standard 2D display as the visual output channel and a mouse as the manipulation 

tool. The 2D display also provided realistic visual feedback with a screen-based viewing angle. To rotate 3D models, the user 

could move the mouse along the x- and y-axes on the screen while holding down the left mouse button (see Fig. 1C). The 

rotation was based on the ArcBall technique with a selected rotation speed parameter of 3.5. Panning of the model (along the 

x- and y- axes) was implemented by dragging the model using the mouse while pressing down the right mouse button. 

Zooming of the model was done by rolling the mouse wheel with a selected zooming speed factor of 6. Marking on the model 

was based on the ray-casting technique (Poupyrev et al., 1998). This technique utilized the pointer position of the mouse on 

the 2D screen as the starting point of a virtual beam that traversed the virtual space along the viewing direction of the 2D 

screen. When the beam intersected with the 3D model, the intersecting point would be the selected marking point (Gallo et 

al., 2010). In addition, the mouse-based interface had no haptic feedback. 

For all three user interfaces, the space key on a keyboard was used to create markers (visible as green nodes with a 0.2 cm 

radius) on the selected marking points. The three interfaces with the device buttons are shown in Fig. 1 and the specification 

of the user interfaces are listed in Table 1.   

3.2 Experiment design 

A within-subject experiment was conducted in a controlled laboratory setting with three experimental conditions: the 

vibrotactile VR interface, the kinesthetic VR interface and the traditional 2D interface. The experimental task was medical 

marking on 3D models, and there were three models involved in the experiment: the sternum, hipbone and brain (see Fig. 1). 

All models were inside a 30 cm diameter sphere. This ensured that the models were of a similar size. The selected stiffness 

coefficients (sternum and hipbone: 1.0; brain: 0.4) and friction coefficient (all: 0.7) of the models were set for kinesthetic 

feedback.  

The task-related marking positions (visible as red dots with a 0.1 cm radius) were predefined on the models before the 

experiment. To mark these positions, the participants employed the interaction tools to manipulate the model for visually 

searching the marking positions (through the visual display) and then reach (using the VR controller or the force-feedback 

device) or point (using the mouse) at the positions on the model for determining the positions the participants wanted to mark. 

Markers were created on the positions by pressing the space key on the keyboard. 

We varied the marking positions as an independent variable in the experiment. Because of the complex characteristic and 

structure of human anatomic models, we generally categorized the marking positions into two difficulty levels (easy and 

difficult). We placed the model away from the viewpoint (45 cm from the viewpoint to the centre of the model along z-axis) 

 Table 1. 

 Specification of three user interfaces.  

Interfaces Equipment Hand-based operation Visual channel Haptic feedback 

Vibrotactile VR 

interface (V) 

VR headset and 

controller 

3D gesture along the 

x-, y- and z- axes 

Head movement-

based view 
Vibrotactile 

Kinesthetic VR 

interface (K) 

VR headset and 

force-feedback device 

3D gesture along the 

x-, y- and z- axes 

Head movement-

based view 
Kinesthetic 

Traditional 2D 

interface (T) 

2D display and 

mouse 

2D gesture along the 

x- and y- axes 
Screen-based view None 

 

 



to make the model fully visible to the user and then determined the difficulty level of the marking position based on its 

visibility from the user’s view. If the marking position could be visually blocked by other parts of the model surrounding it 

while rotating the model (excluding the situation of rotating to other faces of the model which made the marking surface 

completely invisible), we categorized the position as difficult. In this case, the user had to manipulate the model carefully and 

find an appropriate angle to mark the position. In contrast, if the marking position could not be visually covered by other parts 

of the model surrounding it while rotating the model, the user was able to spend less effort manipulating the model and 

marking the position and thus we categorized the position as easy (Fig. 2 shows examples of two marking difficulty levels). 
We predefined 24 possible marking positions on the surface of each model (12 for easy to mark and 12 for difficult to mark) 

for the experiment task. 

The participants performed six trials with each interface: three trials were easy to mark and three trials were difficult to mark. 

Each trial involved only one 3D model. The order of the three models (i.e., the sternum, hipbone and brain) was randomly 

assigned for each difficulty level, and thus, the models were used twice, once for each difficulty level. In each trial, the 

participants needed to mark 4 positions randomly selected from 12 possible positions based on the marking difficulty level of 

the trial. Therefore, for each participant, there were a total of 18 trials (3 interfaces × 6 trials = 18 trials) with 72 marking 

positions (18 trials × 4 positions = 72 positions).  

The prototype system recorded the task completion times and the positions of the participants’ markers as objective data. In 

addition, a 7-point Likert scale questionnaire was used to record subjective data, including perceived mental effort, hand 

fatigue, naturalness and immersiveness (1: strongly disagree to 7: strongly agree). The questionnaire was inspired by the 

NASA Task Load Index (Hart and Staveland, 1988). The statements used in the questionnaire are shown in Table 2. Moreover, 

we used a post-test questionnaire in which the participants ranked the three user interfaces based on personal preference and 

gave comments.  

3.3 Pilot study 

We recruited four participants who had previous experience using the VR equipment and the force-feedback device to conduct 

a pilot study. The participants were asked to use the prototype system and comment which parameters were the most suitable. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Fig. 2. (A) shows an example of the easy-to-mark task in which the marking position (red dot) was distinct on the model 

surface. (B) shows an example of the difficult-to-mark task in which the marking position was only visible from some viewing 

angles. (C) shows that the marking position could not be visible from some other viewing angles. 

 
                             Table 2. 

                             Statements in the questionnaire. 

Statements Description 

S1 This user interface is mentally easy to use. 

S2 This user interface does not make the hand tired. 

S3 This user interface is natural to use. 

S4 This user interface is immersive. 

 

 



• For the kinesthetic VR interface, we did not scale the movement (Fischer and Vance, 2003), that is, the movement of the 

hand holding the mechanical arm resulted in the same amount of movement of the cursor in the virtual space along the 

x-, y- and z-axes. This enabled more accurate control of the cursor (Li et al., 2020). 

• For the traditional 2D interface, the parameter for the rotation (speed factor 3.5) was selected, so that users could quickly 

and accurately rotate the models. The zooming factor (6) was selected based on the distance between the viewpoint and 

the target model. With maximum zooming, the viewpoint could closely reach the model surface. By applying these 

parameters, users could smoothly use the mouse to manipulate the models for the medical task without any operational 

difficulty. 

• For the vibrotactile VR interface, the duration of the vibrotactile feedback (80 ms) was selected. With this duration, the 

vibrotactile feedback could be easily perceived when the user touched the model, but it was not too disruptive to influence 

users’ hand posture and stability. 

• The sizes of the three experimental models within the sphere (30 cm diameter) were chosen so that they were suitable 

for the size of the workspace of the force-feedback device and the area of hand movement using the controller.  

• The size of the interaction point (a sphere with a 0.2 cm radius) of two haptic interaction devices was chosen. It ensures 

that the interaction point was easy to control while simultaneously minimizing its influence on the marking accuracy. 

The size of the task-required marking positions (dots with a 0.1 cm radius) was selected so that it maintained a high-level 

requirement on the marking accuracy to examine the three user interfaces. At the same time, the size of the marking 

positions was big enough and thus clearly visible to the user. 

• For the kinesthetic VR interface, stiffness coefficients (sternum and hipbone: 1.0 and brain: 0.4) and friction coefficient 

(all: 0.7) were chosen so that touching the virtual objects would resemble touching real objects as closely as possible. 

The above parameter selections were made for the prototype system and the experiment, based on the users’ performance and 

comments. We next introduce the experiment apparatus, participants and procedure. 

4. Experiment 

4.1 Apparatus and environment 

The host computer in the experiment was an MSI GS63VR 7RF Stealth Pro laptop with an Intel i7-7700HQ processor, a 

GeForce GTX 1060 graphics card and a 16GB RAM. We used a Vive VR headset (VIVE, 2020) and a Samsung 245B Plus 

24” LCD display as the visual displays in the experiment. A standard computer mouse, a Vive controller and a Geomagic 

Touch X force-feedback device (3D Systems, 2020) were utilized as the manipulation tools for the three user interfaces. A 

standard keyboard was used for the participants to mark the positions. The experimental setup and environment are shown in 

Fig. 1. The experimental system was developed on Unity (2020), along with SteamVR (Steam, 2020) and Geomagic 

OpenHaptics plugin (Unity haptic plugin, 2020).  

4.2 Participants 

Twenty-four participants were recruited from the local university community (9 women and 15 men). Their ages varied 

between 21 and 43 years (M = 28.33, SD = 7.65). No participants had previous experience with using a mouse and a 2D 

display to do medical marking or similar tasks. Seven participants had used a similar VR headset and a controller one or two 

times. Two participants had used a similar force-feedback device with a 2D display once, but they had no use experience with 

a VR headset. All participants reported that they were right-handed. 

4.3 Experiment procedure 

The participants were first introduced to the experimental task and the apparatus used. They signed an informed consent form 

and filled in the background information in the questionnaire before the experiment.  

The order of the experimental conditions and the marking difficulty levels was counterbalanced among the participants. For 

each condition, the participants were introduced to the user interface and had up to 5 minutes to familiarize themselves with 

the use of the related devices. They sat comfortably on a chair and looked at the 2D display or wore the VR headset, and then 

used their dominant hand to hold the manipulation tool and their non-dominant hand to press the space key of keyboard to 



mark the positions. For the two VR interfaces, head movement to change their viewing perspective was allowed. We did not 

provide any extra wrist-rest or arm-rest equipment for any of the interfaces.  

The total experiment time for each participant was approximately one hour. The participants were informed that they needed 

to finish the experimental task as accurately and quickly as possible and the accuracy was the top priority. When each trial 

started, the model was placed at 45 cm away from the viewpoint along z-axis and its orientation was semi-random. We 

predefined a list of orientation values which could respectively make one of the six faces of the model to face the user (i.e., 

by considering the model as a cube) and the system randomly selected one of them as the starting orientation value for the 

model. For each marking position, the participants had only one chance to mark the position. In other words, they could not 

remove the marker and place it again. After the participants marked the four marking positions, the system automatically 

recorded the data and proceeded to the next trial. After finishing the six trials of one condition, the participants were asked to 

fill out the questionnaire, after which the next condition was executed. After completing all conditions, the participants 

commented the three interfaces and ranked them based on personal preference.  

5. Results 

We collected two types of objective data from the experiment: task completion times and the positions of the participants’ 

markers. We used the task completion times to evaluate the interaction speed and calculated the error distances between the 

participants’ markers and the marking positions required by the tasks to evaluate the marking accuracy. The Shapiro–Wilk 

Normality test showed that the data were not normally distributed (all p < .001). Thus, we analyzed the data using the 3 × 2 

(interfaces ×  marking difficulty levels) aligned rank transform (ART) repeated-measures non-parametric ANOVA 

(Wobbrock et al., 2011) separately for the task completion times and the error distances. We used the Wilcoxon signed-rank 

test for post-hoc analysis of objective and subjective data and performed the Holm-modified Bonferroni correction (Holm, 

1979) to control the family-wise type-1 error. 

5.1 Task completion time 

To evaluate the interaction speed of the three interfaces, we calculated the mean value of the task completion times of the six 

trials for each interface. Table 3 shows the p values of the ART ANOVA result for the task completion times. There were 

statistically significant main effects for both the interfaces and the marking difficulty levels. In addition, there was a 

statistically significant interaction effect between the interfaces and the marking difficulty levels. 

Fig. 3 shows a boxplot of the task completion times with the three interfaces. The Wilcoxon signed-rank test showed that 

participants spent statistically significantly less time to complete the task while using the vibrotactile VR interface (M = 

103.52, SD = 27.82) than while using the kinesthetic VR interface (M = 131.01, SD = 37.00; Z = −3.514, p < .001). The task 

completion time using the traditional 2D interface (M = 120.62, SD = 38.08) was not statistically significantly different from 

that using the vibrotactile VR interface (Z = −1.771, p = .152) and that using the kinesthetic VR interface (Z = −1.657, p 

= .097).  

Not surprisingly, the main effect of the marking difficulty was statistically significant. Completing difficult marking trials (M 

= 173.44, SD = 50.76) took statistically significantly more time than completing easy marking trials (M = 63.33, SD = 12.49; 

Z = −4.286, p < .001). The more interesting part from the perspective of this study is the interaction effect between the 

interfaces and the marking difficulty levels.  

                            Table 3. 

                            Tests of within-subjects effects on task completion times. 

Sources df F-value Sig. 

Interfaces 2, 46 11.928 <0.001 

Marking difficulty levels 1, 23 438.442 <0.001 

Interfaces and marking difficulty levels 2, 46 8.963 0.001 

 
 
 

 



Fig. 4 illustrates the task completion times of the three user interfaces based on the marking difficulty levels. According to 

the Wilcoxon signed-rank test, when the positions were easy to mark, the participants spent statistically significantly longer 

time using the kinesthetic VR interface (M = 74.83, SD = 17.77) than using the vibrotactile VR interface (M = 58.81, SD = 

13.45; Z = −3.200, p = .002) and using the traditional 2D interface (M = 56.35, SD = 18.61; Z = −3.400, p = .003). There 

was no statistically significant difference in task completion times between the vibrotactile VR interface and the traditional 

2D interface (Z = −0.800, p = .424). When the positions were difficult to mark, using the vibrotactile VR interface (M = 

148.23, SD = 50.44) resulted in shorter task completion times than using the kinesthetic VR interface (M = 187.18, SD = 

65.80; Z = −3.114, p = .006) and using the traditional 2D interface (M = 184.90, SD = 64.39; Z = −2.239, p = .05). There 

was no statistically significant difference in task completion times between the kinesthetic VR interface and the traditional 

2D interface (Z = −0.514, p = .607).  

5.2 Marking accuracy 

To evaluate the marking accuracy of the three interfaces, we calculated the mean error distance for each trial consisting of 

four marking positions. Table 4 shows the results of the ART ANOVA for the distance data: the main effects of the interfaces 

and the marking difficulty levels, as well as their interaction effect, were statistically significant.  

Fig. 5 shows a boxplot of the marking accuracy using the three interfaces. According to the Wilcoxon signed-rank test, the 

participants were statistically significantly more accurate in marking when using the kinesthetic VR interface (M = 0.13, SD 

= 0.04) than when using the vibrotactile VR interface (M = 0.35, SD = 0.20; Z = −4.286, p < .001) and the traditional 2D 

interface (M = 0.61, SD = 0.68; Z = −4.257, p < .001). There was no statistically significant difference in the marking accuracy 

between the vibrotactile VR interface and the traditional 2D interface (Z = −0.743, p =.458). For the main effect of the 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig 4. Task completion times using the three user interfaces, based on the marking difficulty levels. 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

Fig. 3. Overall task completion times for the three interfaces: the vibrotactile VR interface (V), the kinesthetic VR interface 

(K) and the traditional 2D interface (T). The cross mark shows the mean value and the line in the boxplot shows the median 

value (The same abbreviations and marks are used in the following figures). 

 



marking difficulty, the participants were more accurate in marking when the positions were easy to mark (M = 0.15, SD = 

0.04) than when the positions were difficult to mark (M = 0.58, SD = 0.46; Z = −4.286, p < .001).  

Fig. 6 shows the marking accuracy using the three interfaces based on the marking difficulty levels. The Wilcoxon signed-

rank test showed that when the positions were easy to mark, using the vibrotactile VR interface (M = 0.25, SD = 0.06) was 

statistically significantly less accurate than using the kinesthetic VR interface (M = 0.1, SD = 0.03; Z = −4.286, p < .001) and 

using the traditional 2D interface (M = 0.09, SD = 0.06; Z = −4.257, p < .001). There was no statistically significant difference 

between the kinesthetic VR interface and the traditional 2D interface (Z = −1.029, p = .304). When positions were difficult 

to mark, participants were statistically significantly more accurate in marking when using the kinesthetic VR interface (M = 

0.17, SD = 0.06) than when using the vibrotactile VR interface (M = 0.44, SD = 0.38; Z = −4.286, p < .001) and using the 

traditional 2D interface (M = 1.13, SD = 1.36; Z = −4.257, p < .001). Using the vibrotactile VR interface was statistically 

significantly more accurate than using the traditional 2D interface (Z = −2.057, p = .04).  

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

Fig. 6. Error distances between the marking positions and the participants’ markers using the three interfaces, based on the 

marking difficulty levels. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. Error distances between the marking positions and the participants’ markers using the three interfaces. 

 

                          Table 4. 

                          Tests of within-subjects effects on distance data. 

Sources df F-value Sig. 

Interfaces 2, 46 38.893 <0.001 

Marking difficulty levels 1, 23 124.652 <0.001 

Interfaces and marking difficulty levels 2, 46 39.728 <0.001 

 
 
 

 



5.3 Subjective data  

Fig. 7 shows the subjective data for perceived mental effort, hand tiredness, naturalness and immersiveness. 

Mental effort. There were no statistically significant differences among the three interfaces in terms of perceived metal effort 

(the vibrotactile VR interface and the kinesthetic VR interface: Z = −0.461, p = .645; the kinesthetic VR interface and the 

traditional 2D interface: Z = −1.685, p = .184; the vibrotactile VR interface and the traditional 2D interface: Z = − 2.039, p 

=.123).  

Hand tiredness. The participants experienced statistically significantly more hand tiredness using the vibrotactile VR interface 

than using the kinesthetic VR interface (Z = −2.913, p = .008) and using the traditional 2D interface (Z = − 3.725, p < .001). 

Furthermore, the participants experienced more hand tiredness using the kinesthetic VR interface than using the traditional 

2D interface (Z = − 2.345, p =.019).  

Naturalness. The participants perceived the traditional 2D interface to be statistically significantly less natural than the 

kinesthetic VR interface (Z = −2.721, p = .014) and the vibrotactile VR interface (Z = −2.994, p = .009). There was no 

difference between the kinesthetic VR interface and the vibrotactile VR interface in terms of the naturalness (Z = −0.661, p 

= .509).  

Immersiveness. The participants perceived the traditional 2D interface to be statistically significantly less immersive than the 

kinesthetic VR interface (Z = −4.310, p < .001) and the vibrotactile VR interface (Z = −4.233, p < .001). There was no 

difference between the kinesthetic VR interface and the vibrotactile VR interface (Z = −0.966, p = .334).  

In addition, a post-test questionnaire was employed to collect data about user preference for the three interfaces. The 

participants could select multiple interfaces if they liked them equally. The results showed that the kinesthetic VR interface 

was voted the most preferred interface for the experimental task (19 votes), followed by the vibrotactile VR interface (6 votes) 

and the traditional 2D interface (5 votes). The participants also provided free form comments as follows.  

P4 said, “Controller excelled in rotation zoom and movement, but with no physical (kinesthetic) support, it felt very inaccurate 

for precision tasks.” [preferred the kinesthetic VR interface and the traditional 2D interface]. 

P8 said, “Finding the nodes with VR was way more efficient than 2D screen. The VR display felt natural and best suited for 

this task.” [preferred the kinesthetic VR interface and the vibrotactile VR interface].  

P22 said, “Haptic (kinesthetic) feedback was more accurate in difficult positions. With the mouse it was almost impossible to 

landmark accurately. With the controller, the accuracy was also bad, especially towards the end. Haptic (kinesthetic) was 

much better in uneven/rough positions.” [preferred the kinesthetic VR interface]. 

P24 said, “The haptic (force-feedback) device gave the most realistic impression of the object, providing depth and 3D 

understanding” [preferred the kinesthetic VR interface]. 

The above participants’ comments as examples gave insights into their reason for preferring the interfaces. We next discuss 

the experiment results with the three user interfaces.  

 

Fig. 7. Subjective results of the study. 

 



6. Discussion 

This study experimentally compared two haptic VR interfaces (vibrotactile and kinesthetic VR interfaces) with the traditional 

2D interface. The interfaces varied in terms of the visual display as well as the manipulation tool. They were evaluated in the 

experiment of 3D medical marking task and the results showed that the different user interfaces influenced the task 

performance in terms of interaction speed and accuracy. In addition, the difference in the marking locations modulated the 

task performance. We now discuss the main findings in relation to the research questions. 

6.1 Differences between the kinesthetic VR interface and the vibrotactile VR interface 

The kinesthetic VR interface and the vibrotactile VR interface used the VR headset as the visual display and employed a 

force-feedback device and a handheld VR controller as the manipulation tool respectively. The results showed a speed-

accuracy trade-off between the two interfaces. Generally, the vibrotactile VR interface was faster, but less accurate, than the 

kinesthetic VR interface (see Fig. 3 and Fig. 5).  

Task completion time 

Regardless of the marking difficulty, using the vibrotactile VR interface led to a shorter task completion time than using the 

kinesthetic VR interface (see Fig. 4).  The two VR interfaces used the same VR headset as the visual display and allowed for 

head movement-based viewing perspective changes. The difference between two interfaces was in terms of the manipulation 

tool.  

The vibrotactile VR interface using the controller allowed free hand-based input to reach the target and provided vibrotactile 

feedback as confirmation of contact with the 3D model. Further, natural 3D hand gestures allowed for efficient pan, rotation 

and zoom of the 3D models. All the marking tasks, especially the ones with high marking difficulty, required extensive use 

of these complex interactions to acquire the marking locations. In contrast, the mechanical arm of the force-feedback device 

and its length limited the flexibility of the gestures that can be used and the area that can be interacted with in the case of the 

kinesthetic VR interface (Massie and Salisbury, 1994). This often meant that the rotating, panning and zooming interactions 

were neither as intuitive nor as straightforward to perform. For example, when the user had to perform a large pan or rotation 

of the 3D model which was beyond the mechanical limits of the force-feedback device, the user had to break it down into 

multiple smaller pan movements or rotations. This may have contributed to the lower efficiency while using the kinesthetic 

VR interface.  

Marking accuracy 

The kinesthetic VR interface was more accurate in medical marking than the vibrotactile VR interface regardless of the 

marking difficulty (see Fig. 6). The kinesthetic and vibrotactile VR interfaces adopted a similar interaction mechanism, 

requiring the participants to reach and touch the model to determine the marking position. The different performance in 

marking accuracy is likely because of the different types of haptic feedback. Compared with the vibrotactile feedback which 

provided a simple vibration for touching, the bidirectional kinesthetic interaction allowed the user to understand the 3D 

structure of the model and the marking locations. This meant that when the surface near the marking location was uneven 

(e.g., the ridges and grooves on the brain surface), the user could accurately find the target location by relying on the 

kinesthetic feedback. Such feedback for the 3D structure was not available in the case of the vibrotactile VR interface. 

Another important difference between the kinesthetic and vibrotactile VR interfaces was regarding the interaction boundary. 

The force-feedback device provided kinesthetic cues about the surface that was in contact. Once in contact with a surface, if 

the user applied further pressure inward, the device would produce a reaction force according to the material properties of the 

surface. It required a considerable amount of force for the kinesthetic interaction point to penetrate the surface of the 3D 

model. In the case of the vibrotactile VR interface, although vibrotactile feedback was provided when the user was in contact 

with the surface of the 3D model, any slight inward hand movement during the marking caused the controller to pass through 

the surface of the model leading to a depth error in the marking.  

Further, the participants commonly performed mid-air hand gestures to touch the model for marking while using the VR 

controller. The stability of mid-air gestures is known to show considerable individual variability (Ángyán et al., 2007) and 

degrade with hand fatigue (Gates and Dingwell, 2011), which might have negatively affected the marking accuracy while 

using the vibrotactile VR interface. Although the participants also performed mid-air hand gestures while holding the arm of 



the force-feedback device, the kinesthetic feedback could help maintain the hand stability during the touching process. This 

might further improve the marking accuracy while using the kinesthetic VR interface. 

Previous studies have shown that kinesthetic feedback is a valuable complementary output modality in the fields of, for 

example, palpation simulation (Ribeiro et al., 2016) and robot-assisted surgery (Okamura, 2004). In the context of medical 

diagnosis and planning, Medellín-Castillo et al. (2016) have applied kinesthetic feedback for the 2D, 2.5D and 3D 

cephalometry marking and examined their differences. Our result showed that using kinesthetic feedback which allowed the 

user to realistically feel the model was better than using vibrotactile feedback that provided a simple tactile signal as 

confirmation of surface contact, in terms of marking accuracy. This finding directly demonstrated the significance of 

kinesthetic feedback for accurate medical marking while using hand gestures to touch the model to determine the marking 

position.  

User experience 

Based on the subjective data collected in the study (see Fig. 7), there were no statistically significant differences between the 

kinesthetic and vibrotactile VR interfaces, in terms of mental effort, naturalness and immersiveness. Both VR interfaces 

employed a VR headset, enabled changes in the head movement-based viewing perspective and allowed hand gestures to 

manipulate the models. It is not surprising that the participants rated both interfaces in a similar way. However, the participants 

reported more tiredness of the hand while using the vibrotactile VR interface compared with the kinesthetic VR interface. 

The vibrotactile VR interface required the user to perform mid-air gestures, which is known to cause tiredness and heaviness 

of the hand especially when the interaction lasts for a long duration of time, a condition often referred as the gorilla arm effect 

(Hincapié-Ramos et al., 2014). The kinesthetic VR interface caused less fatigue, because the participants could rest their hand 

on the table while manipulating the models and on the models during the touching process. 

6.2 Differences between the two VR interfaces and the traditional 2D interface 

The traditional 2D interface that uses a 2D display and a mouse is still the most popular technique used to interact with 

volumetric images in the field of medicine. For the two haptic VR interfaces to be practically useful, they must perform well 

in comparison with the conventional 2D interface. The traditional 2D interface provided a fixed screen-based view, used a 

mouse-based rotate-pan-zoom technique to manipulate 3D models and used the ray-casting technique to determine the 

marking locations. In contrast, the two haptic VR interfaces employed a VR display for the visual output, which changed the 

scene perspective based on the user’s head movement. Further, they relied on 3D hand gestures to manipulate the 3D models 

and determined the marking positions by reaching and touching the model. 

Task completion time 

Overall, there were no statistically significant differences between using the traditional 2D interface and using the two haptic 

VR interfaces, in terms of task completion time (see Fig. 3). However, a closer analysis based on the difficulty of the task 

revealed differences among the three interfaces. For the tasks with the low marking difficulty, the traditional 2D interface was 

faster than the kinesthetic VR interface. For the tasks with the high marking difficulty, the vibrotactile VR interface performed 

better than the traditional 2D interface and there was no difference between the kinesthetic VR interface and the traditional 

2D interface (see Fig. 4).  

The haptic VR interfaces and the traditional 2D interface have their own strengths and weaknesses for medical marking. On 

one hand, the marking method based on the ray-casting technique employed in the traditional 2D interface might lead to an 

improved interaction speed, due to the fast pointing capability of the mouse (along the x- and y- axes) on the 2D screen (Kim 

and Choi, 2019). The two VR interfaces required the user to reach and touch the model to determine the marking position. It 

is known that reaching an object in the 3D environment (along the x-, y- and z-axes) is difficult, and the speed of interaction 

is significantly influenced by the size and position of the target (Berthier et al., 1996). This especially provided an advantage 

for the traditional 2D interface when the marking targets were clearly presented on the surface of the 3D model without the 

need for any complex manipulation of the model.  

On the other hand, the two haptic VR interfaces adopted hand-based 3D gestures which could implement rotating, panning 

and zooming simultaneously for manipulating the models, whereas the traditional mouse-based rotate-pan-zoom technique 

required the user to separately use three buttons for each manipulation function (i.e., the left mouse button for rotating, the 



right mouse button for panning and the mouse wheel for zooming). These functions could not be performed simultaneously, 

which might have slowed down the interaction while using the traditional 2D interface. Further, the viewing perspective 

change following the user’s head movement, provided by the VR headset, was more flexible than the fixed viewing angle 

presented by the standard 2D display. The participants could rotate the 3D model while also subtly changing the viewing 

angle with their head movement. This likely facilitated the visual search of marking positions. Therefore, it is likely that these 

benefits provided a distinct advantage to the VR interfaces, especially in the tasks involving the high marking difficulty. 

Previous studies have explored to use the tangible interface (Besançon et al., 2017) and the touchscreen-based interface (Yu 

et al., 2010) for 3D manipulation tasks instead of using a mouse-based interface. We contributed to this research area by 

proposing two haptic VR interfaces and examining them with the traditional 2D interface. Through comparing with the 

traditional 2D interface in the medical marking task, the competitive performance of the two haptic VR interfaces in task 

completion time, especially the better performance using the vibrotactile VR interface in the difficult tasks, demonstrated 

their practical usability for 3D manipulation tasks. 

Marking accuracy 

Unlike the two haptic VR interfaces which required the user to reach the model to mark the positions, the traditional 2D 

interface used ray-casting to estimate the point of marking (Gallo et al., 2010). During the marking process, the participants 

commonly made displacement errors between the intended marking position and the actual marking position on the 2D screen 

while using the traditional 2D interface. When the marking difficulty was low, the surfaces of the marking positions were 

already parallel to the 2D screen or could be easily rotated parallel to the screen plane, and thus, a small displacement error 

on the 2D screen resulted in the same amount of displacement error of the user’s marker on the 3D model. When the marking 

difficulty was high, the marking locations were easily visually blocked by other parts of the model and visible only from 

certain visual angles. The surfaces of the marking positions were difficult to rotate parallel to the screen plane while keeping 

the marking locations visible to the user. Thus, due to the angle that resulted between the marking surface and the screen 

plane, a small displacement error of the mouse pointer on the 2D screen would lead to a large displacement error of the user’s 

marker on the 3D model, which negatively affected the marking accuracy. As expected, in comparison with the vibrotactile 

VR interface, using the traditional 2D interface resulted in an improved accuracy when the marking difficulty was low. In 

contrary, the traditional 2D interface had a lower marking accuracy when the marking difficulty was high (see Fig. 6).   

Overall, the results suggested that the task performance of the traditional 2D interface was more affected by the marking 

positions in terms of marking accuracy. The results also indicated that, compared with the traditional 2D interface, using 

natural hand 3D gestures with haptic feedback to touch the model for medical marking could achieve more stable task 

performance regarding to the marking positions. Thus, it supported the potential of the two haptic VR interfaces, specifically 

the kinesthetic VR interface, for accurate medical marking. 

User experience 

Based on the subjective data (see Fig. 7), the two haptic VR interfaces were perceived to be similarly cognitively demanding 

and more natural and immersive compared with the traditional 2D interface. The VR interfaces adopted hand gestures to 

manipulate the 3D objects with haptic feedback and presented head movement-based viewing angles. These interaction 

experiences are similar to everyday interactions in the physical world, which might have made the participants feel easy to 

use and contributed to the improved perceived naturalness and immersiveness.  

However, an advantage of the traditional 2D interface is that it caused the least hand fatigue. The mouse is a very familiar 

device to computer users, and users can easily rest their hands on the table while using the mouse. Using the vibrotactile VR 

interface led to the highest level of perceived hand fatigue, followed by the kinesthetic VR interface. In practical applications, 

extra arm-rest equipment may be useful to relieve the fatigue induced by the prolonged operation of the VR controller. 

6.3 Limitations and future studies 

This study has a few limitations. First, the experiment of the study involved medical marking on 3D models. For other 

scenarios in medical diagnosis and planning, such as highlighting a large area or manipulating multiple models, haptic VR 

interfaces may have different task performances. Further studies can employ the VR interfaces in different medical diagnosis 

and planning scenarios and explore their usability. 



Second, we did not test the interfaces with medical professionals. It is possible that the results would have been different with 

a participant group who have previous experience in medical marking task using current medical marking systems with a 

mouse and a 2D display. They may have developed different strategies for interacting with complex 3D models following 

their years of usage experience. Thus, it is likely that the conventional 2D interface may have performed better if we had 

evaluated the system with medical professionals. However, for the sake of experimental design, it was a conscious choice to 

select participants for whom the experimental task and the interaction methods were novel. Future work can evaluate the 

effect of medical background on the results. 

Third, for each medical marking trial, our participants performed a series of sub-tasks. For example, while searching and 

marking the target positions, the participants performed rotating, panning and zooming operations to manipulate the model. 

It is possible that the different interfaces we studied performed differently for each of the sub-tasks involved in terms of 

interaction speed. However, for the medical marking task, the participants often rotated, panned and zoomed the model 

simultaneously while using the controller and the force-feedback device. Future studies can investigate the performances of 

the VR interfaces in the sub-task level. 

Fourth, this study included a short-term evaluation and the experiment task was new to the participants. It is likely that the 

task performance and user experience may change after more practice while using the three user interfaces, especially the 

haptic VR interfaces. The users are familiar with the traditional 2D interface but have only used the haptic VR interfaces for 

a short time. More training may further improve user performance while using the two VR interfaces. Thus, a long-term study 

can be conducted in the future to examine the learning effects of the use of the VR interfaces and the 2D interface. 

Fifth, the two input manipulating tools used in the experiment for the haptic VR interfaces supported only single-point haptic 

interactions. Our everyday haptic interactions in the physical world commonly are multiple-point interactions. Multiple-point 

interaction method may largely improve haptic VR interfaces for manipulating 3D objects. To explore this, sophisticated and 

reliable haptic devices which support multi-point tactile and kinesthetic interaction are needed. This will require development 

of haptic technologies before such an experiment is feasible. 

At last, we compared two haptic VR interfaces with a baseline of the traditional 2D interface. Such a comparison was 

necessary since, for any new interface to be practically useful and potentially be adopted by the medical practitioners, it is 

important for it to exceed the performance of the currently established methods. In addition, this comparative study contributes 

to the understanding of the strengths and weaknesses of the two VR interfaces. The VR headset with the head movement-

based viewing perspective has contributed to the experimental task but was not fully explored in this study. To further explore 

the potential of the VR headset, a different comparative study is needed, which requires to have the type of displays as an 

independent variable and employ the same manipulation tool for the experimental interfaces. The mouse may not be an 

appropriate device for the VR environment and the VR controller is also specially designed for VR and not for a 2D display. 

One possible experimental setup to fully explore the effects of the VR headset in medical marking would be to use the force-

feedback device as the manipulation tool with a 2D display and a VR headset respectively. This comparative study is different 

from our study but can be a follow-up study to continue from the basis of the present work. We hope our promising results 

will encourage more future studies in this research area.   

7. Conclusion 

Three-dimensional visualization has been widely used in computer-aided medical services such as highly accurate diagnosis 

and planning. The user interfaces for interacting with the 3D models are still largely based on the traditional 2D interaction 

method with a mouse and a 2D display. In this study, we proposed haptic VR interfaces to manipulate 3D models for the 

medical diagnosis and planning tasks and implemented a prototype system including two types of haptic VR interfaces 

(kinesthetic and vibrotactile VR interfaces). We conducted an experiment to compare the two VR interfaces with the 

traditional 2D interface for medical marking. The haptic VR interfaces showed promise in terms of interaction speed and 

accuracy. When the tasks involved complex 3D manipulation, using the vibrotactile VR interface led to the shortest task 

completion time and using the kinesthetic VR interface resulted with the best marking accuracy. The results demonstrated the 

potential of haptic VR interfaces to interact with volumetric medical images for medical diagnosis and planning. Our future 

work will investigate their usability in other medical diagnosis and planning scenarios and address how these haptic VR 

interfaces can be integrated as a part of medical workflow. 
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